




Prizes: the authors of the most interesting works

and the most active ambassadors

will receive prizes, nominations for expositions and publications 

and original diplomas.

In the year 2017 the main prize (in both age groups) 

is an Apple MacBook, funded by NASK. 

The remaining prizes are tablets, e-book readers, 

backpacks, books and various smaller items. 

Since the year 2015 there is a special prize awarded by the 

president of the Polish Mathematical Society for the photo 

with the most interesting mathematical description.



•Initial registration

•Login and submission

Participant

(two age groups)

Ambassador

(parent, educator, as well as student)

www.mwo.usz.edu.pl

The participant submits email address,

after confirmation by e-mail

(check your spam folder)

logs in, enters personal data,  uploads

1- 6 photos with descriptions,

and chooses his ambassador

The ambasador encourages participants, 

helps with registration and uploading 

photos, titles and descriptions; 

enters his personal data online,

and awaits e-mail confirmation

(check your spam folder)

PRIZES

JURY



Prizes: the authors of the most interesting works

and the most active ambassadors will receive prizes, 

nominations for expositions and publications and original diplomas.

In the year 2018 the main prize (in both age groups) 

is an Apple MacBook, funded by NASK. 

The remaining prizes are tablets, e-book readers, 

backpacks, books and various smaller items. 

Since the year 2015 there is a special prize awarded by the 

president of the Polish Mathematical Society for the photo 

with the most interesting mathematical description.



EXAMPLES OF GOOD TITLES

Kazimierz Skurzyński,

Is it already fractal?

Distinction

Marta Sałahub,

Barn of Tales

Distinction

Anna Borkowska,

Compass

Distinction

Nastazja Kurek,

Sharp angle

Distinction



Electrical

outlet

HOW ONE SHOULD NOT NAME THE PHOTOS

Symmetry



Ball on the 

sidewalk

HOW ONE SHOULD NOT NAME THE PHOTOS

Ellipse as a 

shadow of a 

ball



Planes

HOW ONE SHOULD NOT NAME THE PHOTOS

Parallel 

rays



EXAMPLES OF VERY GOOD DESCRIPTIONS

Franz-Viktor 

Kuhlmann, Schliersee 

(Germany)

Prize of the Polish 

Mathematical Society

for the interesting 

mathematical description, 

2016

Transparency and the Apple 

The brand name and symbol of an apple were derived from "APL" which is an abbreviation of "algorithmic 

programming language". Confronted with a two-dimensional image which deprives us of the third dimension, 

we have our own (often subconscious) algorithms to decipher it. As optical illusions teach us, we have to be 

skeptical about the soundness of these algorithms. We can train our ability to analyze pictures, that is, 

improve the algorithms. With this picture, the viewer can train his own algorithms that help him to distinguish 

between transparency and reflection. Which parts of which buildings are behind, and which are reflected (and 

where are they in reality)?



EXAMPLES OF VERY GOOD DESCRIPTIONS

Agnieszka Horbacz

- Skew lines

Distinction, 2010

„When standing at the arm of the sprayer I noticed 

that the rows of carrots and the arm of the machine 

form skew lines.”



EXAMPLES OF VERY GOOD DESCRIPTIONS

ÓW

KATARZYNA GRZĄDKA, 

Szczecin - Binary system of  

elements

Prize of the Polish Mathematical 

Society for the interesting 

mathematical description, 2016

“On the shelves of the clinker factory small glasses with colours were put. They were arranged in some system.

The system is simple, not complicated, making sense and having meaning for workers of the factory: glass, 

space, space, glass, glass, glass, and so on. One cannot replace because the meaning will change, one 

cannot shift because it will not be the same, one cannot interchange because the system will lose its logic. 

Nobody shall interfere in something that is set in some system – a binary system of elements.”



www.mwo.usz.edu.pl

We invite you

until 15.11.2017



Submissions at:

www.mwo.usz.edu.pl
until 15.11.2018


